GATC flanking sequences regulate Dam activity: evidence for how Dam specificity may influence pap expression.
Escherichia coli DNA adenine methyltransferase (Dam) plays essential roles in DNA replication, mismatch repair and gene regulation. The differential methylation by Dam of the two GATC sequences in the pap promoter regulates the expression of pili genes necessary for uropathogenic E.coli cellular adhesion. Dam processively methylates GATC sites in various DNA substrates, yet the two pap GATC sites are not processively methylated. We previously proposed that the flanking sequences surrounding the two pap GATC sites contribute to the enzyme's distributive methylation. We show here that replacement of the poorly methylated pap GATC sites with sites predicted to be processively methylated indeed results in an increase in Dam processivity. The increased processivity is due to a change in the methyltransfer kinetics and not the binding efficiency of Dam. A competition experiment in which the flanking sequences of only one pap GATC site were altered demonstrates that the GATC flanking sequences directly regulate the enzyme's catalytic efficiency. The GATC flanking sequences in Dam-regulated promoters in E.coli and other bacteria are similar to those in the pap promoter. Gene regulation from some of these promoters involves mechanisms and proteins that are quite different from those in the pap operon. Further, GATC sequences previously identified to remain unmethylated within the E.coli genome, but whose function remains largely unassigned, are flanked by sequences predicted to be poorly methylated. We conclude that the GATC flanking sequences may be critical for expression of pap and other Dam-regulated genes by affecting the activity of Dam at such sites and, thus, its processivity. A model is proposed, illustrating how the sequences flanking the GATC sites in Dam-regulated promoters may contribute to this epigenetic mechanism of gene expression, and how flanking sequences contribute to the diverse biological roles of Dam.